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A quantization scheme based on the extension of phase space with applica-
tion of constrained quantization technic is considered. The obtained method is
similar to the geometric quantization. For constrained systems the problem of
scalar product on the reduced Hilbert space is investigated and possible solution
of this problem is done. Generalization of the Gupta-Bleuler like conditions is
done by the minimization of quadratic uctuations of quantum constraints. The
scheme for the construction of generalized coherent states is considered and re-
lation with Berezin quantization is found. The quantum distribution functions
are introduced and their physical interpretation is discussed.
1
Introduction
It is well known that the standard canonical quantization is not the universal method
for the quantization of Hamiltonian systems. Actually this method is applicable only
for the systems with a phase space having the cotangent bundle structure. For the
generalization of canonical quantization dierent methods were developed and the
geometric quantization [1] is accepted as the most general one.
In [2] it was proposed a quantization scheme based on the extension of phase
space with further application of constrained quantization method [3]. The obtained
quantization turned out very similar to the geometric one. The present work is the
continuation of the activity started in [2].
The similar method with extension of phase space was introduced in [4a], where
for the quantization of constrained extended system the BFV (BRST) quantization
was used. In [4a] one can nd also a wide variety of references to dierent quantization
methods and their short analyses. Among other recent papers, which also use some
extension procedure, it should be noted [4b] and [4c].
The present paper is organized as follows:
In Section 1 the extended system is introduced. The phase space of the extended
system is a cotangent bundle over the initial symplectic manifoldM. For the quanti-
zation of the extended system the canonical method is used and the pre-quantization
operators arise as the result of some natural operator ordering.
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(k = 1; :::2N) of the initial system and they form the set of the second
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)j	i = 0) conditions are used. Certainly, the Dirac's condition
are used only for the half of commuting to each other constraints and the same
number of complex conditions is used in Gupta-Bleuler case too. Here, the standard
problems of constraint quantization arise and in Appendixes A and B the possible
solution of these problems is considered. In particular, in Appendix A the scalar
product problem of physical states is investigated. For the solution of this problem
the limiting procedure (! 0) with normalized physical states is used.
In Section 3, illustrating the quantization scheme described above, we consider
two examples. The rst one is a quantization on the plane and the second one on the
cylinder.
In Section 4 we generalize the Gupta-Bleuler like conditions. For this we use the
minimization of quadratic uctuations of quantum constraints. Technical part of this
method is described in Appendix C. The obtained condition contains the constraint
operators in second order, and for the physical wave functions they are elliptic type
equation on the phase space.
In Section 5 we introduce the general coherent states, which are related with some
complete set of observables. The coherent states are constructed as the functions on
the phase space and, at the same time, they are parameterized by the points of the
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phase space. The coherent states form the over complete set of states and have some
interesting properties. In particular, they minimize uncertainties of observables just
they are related to. At the end of the section we construct special coherent states
on the cylinder and study their behavior in the limit when the squeezing parameter
tends to zero. In this limit we get the eigenstates of the angular-momentum.
In Section 6 we introduce the quantum distribution functions as the square of the
modulus of physical wave functions. We get some smooth distributions on the phase
space and these functions satisfy some elliptic type equation. This equation species
the distribution functions for the pure states. The generalization for mixed states is
done as the convex combination of pure ones. There are dierent classes of quantum
distributions functions and each class is related to a certain complete set of observ-
ables of the system in consideration. We discuss the physical interpretation of the
introduced distribution functions. Namely, we interpret them as the distributions ob-
tained in the experiment with simultaneous measurement of observables which dene
the given class. At the end of the paper we discuss the possibility for the formulation
of quantum mechanics in terms of quantum distribution functions without referring
to the Hilbert space and the operator formalism.
1 Quantization on a Cotangent Bundle
We start with an introduction of some standard notations of the Hamiltonian dynam-
ics (see for example [1]).
The phase space of a classical system is a symplectic manifoldM and 
k
, (k =

























Observables are smooth real functions onM, and the set of all observables O(M)
has the natural Poisson-Lie structure.



























. This eld generates one-
parameter family of local canonical transformations.
The Poisson bracket of two observables f and g is dened by









































If the Hamiltonian system is constructed from the non-singular Lagrangian [3],
then the phase space M is a cotangent bundle over the conguration space of the
corresponding Lagrangian system. In that case we have a separation of all coordinates

k
; (k = 1; :::; 2N) into two canonically conjugated parts. The rst part is formed by
\coordinates" (q

) of the conguration space and the second by \momenta" (p

)
( = 1; :::; N). The latter are unbounded ( 1 < p

< +1) and we can use the










According to Darboux's theorem, the canonical coordinates exist on an arbitrary
symplectic manifold; but in general, such coordinates exist only locally [1], and there
is no global cotangent bundle structure with unbounded momenta. Consistent quan-
tization requires a realization of not only the classical commutation relations, but of
spectral conditions as well. Respectively, in general, the rule (1.4) is not acceptable,
since the spectra of the dierential operators are unbounded.
Note, that a symplectic manifold of general type naturally arises for the systems
with singular Lagrangian (for example for gauge theories), when we apply the Dirac's
procedure for constrained dynamics [3].
To generalize quantization method for such cases too we introduce some auxiliary




M is the cotangent bundle
over the symplectic manifoldM. The new system has 4N dimension, and we choose















k). So, the coordinates P
k
play the role of \momenta",
while the 
k































The index  is used to make dierence between the Poisson brackets (1.2) and (1.5).
Below we denote the initial system by M , and the extended new system by T

M .
Since the symplectic form ! is non-degenerated, the relation
1
!(;  ) = (   P ) () (1.6)
























and respectively, we get the map (T

M 7! V (M)) of the cotangent bundle T

M
to the space of vector elds on M. Using this vector eld  and some observable


























is the Hamiltonian vector eld (1.1).
The denition of functions 
f






















=  ff; gg (1.8)
Note, that these commutation relations are written for the system T

M , and here
for the functions ff; gg and g we use the same notations as for the corresponding
observables onM. Strictly, of course, we should distinguish between these functions.
However, it is generally simpler not to do this except in case of possible confusion.
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(1.9)




) takes the form
R
f











The 1-form  in (1.9
0
) is assumed to be xed, and the map (1.9) denes the class
of observables R
f




whenever f 6= g. Note that a












+ ff; Fg (1:9
00
)
and for the system T

M it is the canonical transformation generated by the function
F ().











We choose the Hamiltonian of the extended system T

M to be equal to R
H
, where
H = H() is the initial Hamiltonian. Respectively, for the system T

M the action

















The linear map (1.9) has two remarkable properties:
1. It preserves the Poisson brackets (see (1.10)).
2. The functions R
f
in (1.9) contain the momentum variables P
k
no higher than in
the rst degree.
Below we use these properties for the construction of the corresponding quantum
operators.
As it was mentioned above, the system T

M can be quantized by the scheme of
canonical quantization. This means that the Hilbert space
~
H is the space of squad










 with !()  det !
kl
() (1.12)













According to the scheme of canonical quantization for the function f() we have the
corresponding operator
^
f which acts on a wave function 	() as the multiplication
by f(). Taking into account the remarks after the equations (1.8), we use the same




















where the additional term, proportional to @
k
!, arises from the measure (1.12) in
(1.13).
Construction of Hermitian operators, in general, has an ambiguity connected to
the ordering of coordinate and momentum operators in the functions of corresponding
observables. For the functions R
f








)). When the momentum operator is only in the rst degree, it is easy to


























denes a Hermitian operator, and for those operators there are no anomalies in the












































is the Hamiltonian vector eld (1.1), and (V
f
) is the value of the 1-form 












is constructed from the invariant
terms, and it does not depend on the choice of coordinates 
k
onM.























Since the operator ordering (1.15) avoids anomalies in the commutation relations,














and this is the most interesting point of the described quantization scheme on the
cotangent bundle of a symplectic manifold.
It is remarkable, that the operators (1.17) (which arise naturally in our scheme)
are the pre-quantization operators of the theory of geometric quantization, and a
representation of Poisson brackets algebra by these operators is a well known fact
from this theory [1].
After canonical quantization on the cotangent bundle T

M our goal is to use this
quantum theory for the quantization of the initial system M , and in the next section
we consider the connection between these two systems.
2 Constraints on a Cotangent Bundle
Geometrically there is a standard projection ( : T

M!M) of the cotangent bundle
T

M to the initial phase spaceM. To nd the dynamical relation between these two
systems we introduce the constraint surface on the cotangent bundle T

M, and dene
it as the kernel of the mapping T

M! V (M) given by (1.6)-(1.6
0
). It means that on
the constraint surface the vector eld  vanishes:  = 0, and if we use the functions

f
(P; ) (see (1.7)) this surface can be written as

f
= 0; 8 f() 2 O(M) (2.1)










and we see, that (2.1), i.e. the constraint surface, is invariant under the canonical
transformations generated by the functions R
f
. In particular it is invariant in dynam-
ics generated by the Hamiltonian R
H
. Note, that the 1-form  is assumed to be xed
in all these formulas.











)), and respectively, the momenta P
k
are dened uniquely. Hence, the
coordinates 
k
(k = 1; :::2N) can be used for the parameterization of the constraint
surface, and this surface is dieomorphic to the manifold M. Then, the reduction


















and the action (1.11) of the system T

M is reduced to (1.3). Thus, we conclude that
the classical system T

M on the constraint surface 
f
= 0 is equivalent to the initial
one.
To nd the connection on the quantum level too, we have to quantize the system
T

M taking into account the constraints (2.1).
Before beginning the quantum part of the reduction scheme, let us note, that the
constraints (2.2) are written for an arbitrary observable f(), and since the constraint
surface  = 0 is 2N dimensional, only the nite number of those constraints are
independent.
To select the independent constraints we introduce the complete set of observables
onM. The set of observables ff
n
() 2 O(M); (n = 1; :::; K)g is called complete, if






It is clear that K  2N , and we can choose the set with K = 2N only for the
manifolds with global coordinates. For K > 2N there are some functional relations




, and locally only 2N of these functions are independent. Then,















= 0; (n = 1; :::; K) (2.6)




; (n = 1; :::; 2N). If it is not specied, below we are assuming that a manifoldM




is complete. Note, that the
constraint surface and the reduced classical system are independent on the choice of
such complete set. Using (1.8), we see that on the constraint surface (2.1) the rank








is equal to 2N , and therefore, these constraints, in Dirac's
classication, are the second class constraints.
For the constrained systems there are, actually, two schemes of quantization:
A. \First reduce and then quantize".
B. \First quantize and then reduce".
By the scheme A we are returning to the initial problem of quantization on the
manifoldM. Therefore, it is natural to use the scheme B, especially as, the rst step
of this scheme we have already accomplished.
8
To justify our strategy it is necessary to show, that the schemes A and B give
equivalent quantum theories, when the system M is quantizable by the canonical
method, and also, it is worthwhile to have a certain general receipt for accounting the
constraints (2.6) on the quantum level.
According to the scheme B the next step is a construction of constraint operators.








































These commutators are quantum versions of the relations (1.8) and (2.2). As it was
expected, there are no anomalies for them (see (1.18)).
Now, we should make reduction of Hilbert space using the constraint operators




. The reduced Hilbert space for the




For systems with the second class constraints there is the following reduction

















] = 0 1  a; b  N
and then, construct a physical Hilbert space H
ph







i = 0; a = 1; :::; N . Note, that we can not put all constraints




j	i = 0; k = 1; :::; 2N), since it contradicts to
commutation relations of the second class constraints.
From (2.7
0
) we see that in our case, the described procedure implies selection of
N commuting observables f
a












() = 0; a = 1; :::; N (2.8)
Construction of physical states by selection of N commuting observables is quite
natural from the point of view of standard quantum mechanics, and we shall return
to this point later.
Equations (2.8) are the rst order linear dierential equations and, in principle,
they can be explicitly integrated to describe corresponding wave functions. But at
this stage of quantization scheme B two signicant problems usually arise: the rst
is connected with the introduction of scalar product for the physical vectors [5], and
the second, with the denition of observable operators on these vectors.
3
If subset of constraints is treated as the rst class (independently from others), then, in our case,











in general, are not the vectors of the same Hilbert space where the rst stage of
quantization was accomplished (in our case L
2
(M)), and it is necessary to introduce
the structure of Hilbert space additionally. These solutions, as a rule, are in the space
dual to the Hilbert space, and one has to introduce the new scalar product for them.
In our case, solutions of (2.8), in general, are not square integrable onM (usually
they are generalized functions), and the scalar product (1.13) needs modication. On
the other hand, a certain measure in scalar product denes the class of functions
square integrable by this measure. Thus, a measure for the new scalar product and
the class of solutions of (2.8) should be adjusted.
One method for the solution of this problem is based on the introduction of com-
plex constraints [6]. Note, that classical observables f() are assumed to be real
functions on a phase space, but it is clear, that the whole considered construction
(except for the self-adjointness) can be naturally extended for complex valued func-











, one can introduce con-



















i = 0 a = 1; :::; N (2.9)




g 6= 0 and  is some real parameter
4
.
The condition (2.9) looks like Gupta-Bleuler quantization [7], and for normalizable
solutions j	




















i = 0 (2.10)
It turns out that the solutions of (2.9) could be square integrable indeed, and
then, they form some subspace of the Hilbert space L
2
(M) (see the below). The
corresponding reduced physical Hilbert space we denote by H














(M) is the space dual to the Hilbert space L
2
(M).
If we consider the physical states j	





the suitable choice of the norms jj	

jj, and some smooth dependence on the parameter















(M) (see Appendix A). Obtained physical states j	
ph
i specify


























i respectively. Note, that in
the limit  ! 0 the norm of vectors jj	

jj usually diverges, but the scalar product
4
Sometimes we omit the index \ph" for the physical vectors (and physical Hilbert space), and
use the index  only
10




ij  1). (for more details see Appendix A and the
examples in the next section).
It is remarkable that the choice of physical states by the conditions (2.8) and (2.9)
is equivalent to the choice of real and complex polarizations of geometric quantization
respectively [1].
The second above mentioned problem is connected with the fact, that a reduced
Hilbert space constructed by (2.8) (or (2.9)), in general, is not invariant under the


























(1  a  N) (2.12)
and, from (2.7
00
) we see that it is not valid for arbitrary g(). Moreover, even if a pre-
quantization operator acts invariantly on H
ph
, this operator can be non-Hermitian
on H
ph
, when the latter is not a subspace of L
2
(M) and the Hilbert structure is
introduced additionally (see the example below).
For the denition of the corresponding observable operator on the physical Hilbert
space one can deform the pre-quantization operator adding quadratic (and higher)
powers of constraint operators
5





one can construct a new Hermitian operator, which is invariant on the reduced Hilbert
space. Of course, there are dierent possible deformations, and in general, they dene
dierent operators on the physical Hilbert space. In terms of usual canonical quanti-
zation, dierent deformations correspond to dierent operator orderings. This is the
standard ambiguity of quantum theories which in the classical limit h ! 0 vanishes.




The described quantization scheme we call E-quantization scheme. In the next
section we consider application of this scheme for some simple examples. We use
these examples as a test for our approach as well.
3 Examples of E-Quantization scheme
Example 1. Phase space is a planeM R
2


















































Corresponding procedure in classical case is given in Appendix B
11
and, according to (2.9), for the physical vectors j	













i = 0 (3.3)
with some positive parameter  ( > 0)
6
. Solutions of (3.3) have the form
	








) (q   ip) (3.4)
where  is an arbitrary function. For the square integrability of these solutions we
can specify the class of  functions, for example, by




)P () (  q   ip) (3.5)
Here  is some xed positive parameter ( > 0), and P () | any polynomial. Then,
for suciently small  the functions (3.4) will be square integrable on the plane and









To investigate the case  = 0, we consider the limit  ! 0 of functions (3.4) (see
Appendix A), and get
	
ph
(p; q) = exp ( 
ipq
2h
)  (q) (3.6)
It is clear, that these functions are not squared integrable on the plane, but they are
well dened elements of the dual space 	
ph





). The functions (3.6) form
the physical Hilbert space H
ph





























dq (i = 1; 2; N
i
> 0)



































(p; q) = exp ( 
ipq
2h
) q (q) (3.9)
Thus, from (3.7) and (3.9) we have the standard coordinate representation of quantum
mechanics. Similarly, one can obtain the momentum representation in the limit !1
with corresponding choice of the class of solutions (3.5).
Let us consider the problem of construction of some observable operators on the
physical Hilbert space H
ph
(3.6). It is easy to check that this space is invariant under
6
For   0 equation (3.3) has no normalizable solutions.
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, where f(p; q) = pA(q) + U(q), with





(with respect to the scalar product (3.7)) only for the constant function A(q) (A(q) =
c). Similarly, there is a problem of denition of kinetic energy operator, since the




just the problems mentioned at the end of the previous section, and for the denition
of corresponding observable operators we can make appropriate deformations (see
Appendix B). For example, deformation of the pre-quantization operator of kinetic
energy E = p
2






















gives that the corresponding operator
^
E is well dened on H
ph
, and eectively it acts
as the standard kinetic energy operator
^







Now, we return to the physical subspace H



























) = 0 (3:10
0
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) is any holomorphic function of z

. Comparing (3.11) and (3.4) we have
F (z








). From the point of view of canonical quantization
the complex coordinates z and z



























act invariantly on the physical Hilbert space H




































Thus, the reduction onH

gives the holomorphic representation of quantum mechanics
[8], and we see that for the Example 1 the quantum theory of the E-quantization
scheme is equivalent to the ordinary canonical one. For dierent  the physical Hilbert
spaces H









, such problem have functions containing momentum p in second and higher degrees
13
canonical commutation relations are unitary equivalent due to Stone - von-Neumann
theorem [9].
Further, for any state j	i of standard quantum mechanics we have
hp; q; j	i =
Z
dx hp; q; jxi (x) (3.12)
where  (x)  hxj	i is a wave function of coordinate representation, jp; q; i is a
coherent state [10]




jp; q; i (3.13)
and respectively, the \matrix element" hp; q; jxi is given by

































)  (q) (3.14)
It is well known that the matrix element hp; q; j	i denes the wave function of holo-
morphic representation (see [8, 10])












where the variables p; q and z; z

are related by (3.10). On the other hand, from





(p; q) in (3.15) can be considered as the vector of physical Hilbert space
H

(compare (3.11) and (3.15)). Then, (3.12) and (3.14) will be similar to (3.4) and
















(p; q)) (see (3.4) and (3.12)), and they coincide only in the limit  ! 0. This
short remark indicates dierent possibilities of described limiting procedure (for more
details see Appendix A).











 ' 2 S
1
and the symplectic form ! = dS ^ d'. This is a model of rotator
where S is an angular momentum.
Since a cylinder is a cotangent bundle over a circle, the canonical quantization
for this model is realized on the space of square integrable functions  (') on a circle




)). The quantization rule (1.4) gives
^
S  (') =  ih@
'
 (') ^cos'  (') = cos'  (')
^
sin'  (') = sin'  (') (3.16)
and the operator
^
S has the discrete spectrum S
n


























































where  is some constant parameter (with dimension of angular momentum). These
functions are global coordinates on a cylinder and they give the map of a cylinder on













) we see that in the E-quantization scheme the wave functions  (') of












(S; ') = 0 (3.19)







(S; ') = 0 (3.20)
is more complicated, since equation (3.20) has no global regular solutions. In the class
of generalized functions one can nd the solutions of the type
	
ph;n
= (S   nh) exp (in') (n 2 Z) (3.21)
which obviously are not square integrable on the cylinder. To investigate these classes
we need a limiting procedure as it was done for Example 1. Such a procedure we
consider in the next section with some motivation and generalization of condition
(2.9), and here, in the rest part of this section, we construct some physical Hilbert


























= exp (S=+ i') (3.22)







i = 0 (3.23)














) = 0 (3.24)
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) is any holomorphic function (@
z
 = 0) on the plane without origin and












































From (1.9) and (3.17
0







. It is a well dened operator on the physical subspace (3.26), and has the same
non-degenerated spectrum, as the operator
^
S of the canonical quantization. Thus, we
see the unitary equivalence of these two quantizations.
4 Minimal Fluctuations of Quantum Constraints


















] = ih (4.1)
The condition (3.3) is equivalent to the choice of physical states j	

























i = 0 (4:1
0
)






































Thus, the meaning of the condition (2.9) for this simple example is that the obtained
physical states j	






= 0 on the quantum level.









g = 1, then the corresponding
constraint operators have canonical commutation relations (see (2.7
0
)). Therefore, for
the construction of physical states by (2.9) it is natural to choose the function f
N+a
as a canonically conjugated to f
a




variables. Unfortunately, this simple procedure, in general, fails. The reason is that
the canonically conjugated variable f
N+a




is not well dened both on classical and quantum levels. For example,





) is the polar angle 
p =
p
2H cos q =
p
2H sin (4.2)



















, but this operator is not









)j	i = 0 (4:2
00
)
has integrable solutions (for example 	(p; q) = exp ( H
2
=2h)), nevertheless they







do not vanish, and minimization of quadratic uctuations is not
achieved as well.
For  = 0 one can write the formal solution of (4.2
00
) (like (3.21)): 	 = (H  







has the spectrum H
n
= hn; n  0.






















































, then by described formal operations we






















is Hermitian, when the corresponding action variable is unbounded
 1  I
a
1 (as the angular momentum S for the Example 2).
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(I; ') = 0 (4:4
0
)
The spectra of pre-quantization operators (4.3
0




















are integer numbers, and corresponding admissible values are chosen ac-
cording to the possible classical values of the variables I
a
(as, for example, n  0 for















which is almost the semi-classical one. From these formal operations it seems that
the quantum problem is solvable for any completely integrable system; but of course,
all these expressions here have only symbolic meaning and (4.4) needs further speci-
cation, taking account of N other constraints and limiting procedure as well.





(2.9)) are not canonically conjugated to each other. For the convenience we use the
notations f
a
 f , f
N+a









It turns out, that in general, equation (2.9) has no normalizable solutions at all,
and choice of sign (or value) of  does not help
10
. For example, if f is a kinetic energy
f = p
2
=2m, and g is a coordinate g = q of one dimensional system, then (2.9) takes




















evidently are not normalizable. Of course, for this example we can return to the





if we intend to deal with arbitrary observables and symplectic manifolds, we have to
generalize the condition (2.9). For this we introduce the minimization principle for
quadratic uctuations.





















where j	i is a vector with the unit norm h	j	i = 1.
Then, one can postulate the principle that the physical states provide minimization
of this functional (see (4.11
0
)). For two arbitrary Hermitian operators minimization
10
Sometimes, even normalizable solutions are not acceptable as well (see (4.2) and Section 5)
18
problem of uncertainties was studied in [12], and in Appendix C we present some re-
sults of this investigation. Note, that in [12] the minimization problem was considered






















as well. Here the operator
^














and only for the c-number operator the functionals U(	) and U
1
(	) are equivalent.
In this section we consider only the functional U(	).
Then, using results of [12] (see (C.4) and (C.5)), minimization principle gives that
the physical wave functions j	
ph















































where a and b are some xed parameters. Possible values of these parameters are
dened from the following procedure: At rst we have to solve the equation (4.9)
with free parameters a; b and select the solutions with unit norm which satisfy (4.10).
Usually after this we still have a freedom in a and b. Then we must choose one of
those pairs with minimal product of ab (we assume both a and b to be nonnegative).
The xed values of the parameters a and b provide that the solutions of (4.9) form
the linear space as the subspace of L
2






Thus, instead of the rst order dierential equation (2.9) with one parameter  (see
(2.9)) we get the second order equation (4.9) with two parameters a, b and subsidiary
conditions (4.10). Note , that possible limiting procedure in (4.9) for a! 0 (or b! 0















For the test of formulated principle, at rst we consider again Example 1. In this
















have the canonical commutation
relations (4.1
0
). Then, (4.9) looks like the harmonic oscillator eigenvalue problem with
the frequency ! = 1=ab and the eigenvalue E = 1. Respectively, we get h(n+ 1=2) =
ab. One can check, that all the oscillator's eigenstates jni satisfy the conditions (4.10),











i = 0. Thus, for the physical states we arrive again to (3.3)
with  = b=a, and the limiting procedure a! 0 (or b! 0 ) can can be accomplished
in a similar way.
Now, let us consider Example 2 with the constraint operators (3.17
0
). For the






























, and we see that this



























Since these two Hermitian operators have canonical commutation relations, we arrive












Hence, for this example, using the minimization principle, we arrive at the equation
(4.11). It is interesting to note, that the equations (4.11) and (3.24) are equivalent,
and the functions (3.26) with  = a=b are the solutions of (4.11). Indeed, one can
check that (4.11) can be obtained from (3.24) by multiplication on 2hz (see (3.22),
(3.24)).
In (4.11) we can accomplish the limiting procedure to the equations (3.20) (or
(3.19)) taking corresponding limits a=b  ! 0 (or !1).
































(S; ') = 
nm
With suitable normalization these basis functions have the limits as ! 0 (or !1)































). According to the rule (2.11) physical states (3.21) with dierent n form the
ortho-normal basis of the corresponding reduced Hilbert space. Similarly, we can take





























This is the basis of the Hilbert space of canonical quantization (see (3.16)), and we
have the same ortho-normality conditions due to the rule (2.11).
Obtained physical wave functions have other remarkable properties with respect


























(S; ') is the basis (4.12). If we integrate by ' the square of modulus of


















(S   nh) (4.14)
We see that the right hand side of (4.14) describes the distribution function for the
measurement of angular momentum S in the state 	

.












where we use the representations (3.12) and (3.13
0
).
It is interesting to note that the integrands in (4.14) and (4.15) have similar prop-



























For Example 1, of course the integrand in (4.15) has zero limit (when ! 0), since it
is integrable on the plane and in this limit it does not depend on momentum p. If we
neglect this zero factor we get the coordinate distribution function j (q)j
2
(see 3.14).
These properties we use for the physical interpretation of wave functions 	
ph
in




5 Minimal Uncertainties and Coherent States
We can consider the minimization principle for quadratic uctuations using the func-
tional U
1



























i = 0 (5.1)
where
^
A is a commutator (4.7), A is a parameter, and solutions j	
ph
i should satisfy






i = A as well (see Appendix C).
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There is some relation between the minimization of the functional U
1
(	) and the











i = 0 (5.2)
and for the wave function 	

() this is the rst order dierential equation. Of course, it
is much easier to analyze solutions of (5.2)
11
, then to investigate (4.9) (or (5.1)), which
are the second order equations with two (or three) free parameters and subsidiary
conditions (4.10). But, to be acceptable for the physical states, the corresponding








. Except niteness of the norm of j	









must be Hermitian on these functions. As it was pointed out, in general, these
conditions are not fullled, and in that case we have to use the minimization principle
for quadratic uctuations of quantum constraints. But, if for some real , solutions of
































and corresponding physical states j	










=4. Note (and it is natural) that such functions j	
















i. To be convinced, it is











A in (5.1) is a c-number, then (5.1) and (4.9) are equivalent
and they dene the same physical Hilbert spaces as the subspaces of L
2
(M). But, in
general, for given observables f and g these subspaces are dierent and to understand
which one is more suitable further investigation is required. On the other hand, the
functionals U and U
1
(and corresponding reduced physical Hilbert spaces) essentially
depend on the choice of the pair of observables f; g. It turns out that reduced physical
Hilbert spaces obtained by minimization of the functionals U and U
1
can be the same,
even if the pair of observables f; g for U and U
1
are dierent. For example, physical








and  = 1 (see (3.22)-
(3.23)). Respectively, these solutions minimize the functional U
1
(	). In section 4 it
was checked, that the same physical states minimize U(	) as well, but for U(	) the
functions f and g are dierent (f  S, g  ' (see (4.11)).
Let us return again to the choice of physical states by condition (2.9) (or (5.2)).
For simplicity we consider the two dimensional case.
Suppose that solutions of (5.2) for some real  satisfy the two required conditions,
and hence, they are acceptable for the physical states. In complex variables z =
f ig; z








i = 0. The corresponding



















) = 0 (5.3)
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acts invariantly on the physical




















































and if the Poisson bracket ff; gg is not a constant, then the Physical Hilbert space




. In this case, the
deformation procedure is problematic (see Appendix B), and to dene the operator z^
we use the relation between z, z









































) is some ortho-normal basis of the physical Hilbert space (5.4), then the































































) is the standard measure (1.12).






















Here  is considered as a complex parameter, and can take values in the same domain















With some assumptions about the analytical structure onM one can prove (see
















Class of holomorphic functions  (z



























































































































which is apparent from the denition (5.8).




) is the eigenstate of the operator z^ with the
eigenvalue . This state is uniquely characterized by the complex parameter . Some-
times we omit the coordinates of the phase space as the arguments of corresponding






, or ji. We use also the notation
ji  j

f; g; i, where

f and g are the real and imaginary parts of the complex number












z^ji = ji (5:11
00
)
It is remarkable, that the condition of completeness (5.11) allows us to introduce
covariant and contravariant symbols of Berezin quantization [13].
Further, for the Hermitian operators (5.6) the relation (5.11
00









f; g; i (5.12)













f; g; i = g (5.13)


































C is the commutator
^
C = i=h [
^
f; g^]. Note, that the operators
^
f and g^ generally
are not the pre-quantization ones, and respectively, commutator
^
C is not of the form
(1.18).
Thus, the quantum state j

f; g; i minimizes the quadratic uctuations of the ob-
servables f and g around the values

f and g. In this respect they are very similar
to the coherent states jp; q; i (see (3.13)) which minimize the coordinate-momentum
uncertainty.
For the considered examples (see Section 3) many technical calculations with co-
herent states can be accomplished explicitly. In case of plane the ortho-normal basis












































) and (5.12) to (3.12) and (3.13) we see, that the states ji are just
the usual coherent states jp; q; i mentioned above.
For Example 2 we have
f = e
S=
cos' g = e
S=
sin'  = 1
and the complex variables z and z

are given by (3.22). The physical Hilbert space
is dened by (3.25), or (3.26), and we have the ortho-normal basis (4.12). Here, we
omit the index \ph", arguments of the functions, and denote the corresponding basis
by 	
n
. The functions 	
n









eigenvalues nh. Then, from (5.8) and (4.12), for the states 
z






















































(S=h   n) (5:18
0
)













It is clear that the operators V

are equivalent to the phase operators exp (in') for

























Since the operator z^
+
acts as the multiplication on z





















, we can represent the operator z^
+





























where we use that the basis vectors 	
n
are the eigenvectors of the operator
^
S with



























and, using (5.20), we obtain the commutator
[z^; z^
+
] = 2 exp (2
^
S=) sinh (h=) (5.23)







Now, from (5.22) and (5.17), we can check that the states 
z
are the eigenstates
of the operator z^ with the eigenvalues z = exp (S=   i').
The states 
z
in (5.17) are dened for arbitrary value of the variable S. At the
same time, the states with xed value of the angular momentum (S = 0) exist only
for the discrete values of S (S = hn). Of course, the states 
z
are not the eigenstates of
the operator
^
S, but, from (5.14), it is expected that S ! 0, when ! 0. Therefore,
it is interesting to investigate the behavior of the states 
z
, when ! 0.
Note, that expansion (5.17) can be considered as the denition of the states 
z
for a quantum theory of a rotator in abstract Hilbert space; only the basis vectors 	
n
should be the eigenstates of the angular momentum operator
^
S with the eigenvalues
S
n
= hn. With this remark we can neglect the dependence on the parameter  in the
basis vectors 	
n
, and consider behavior (when  ! 0) of corresponding coecients








































In the limit ! 0, d
n
(S; )=d(S; ) ! c
n










2, if S = h(n  1=2), or S = h(n+ 1=2);
c. c
n
(S) = 1, if h(n  1=2) < S < h(n+ 1=2).
From this we obtain, that jS; ';i ! exp (in') 	
n
, where n is the nearest integer
number to S=h. But if S=h is exactly in the middle of two integers: S=h = n + 1=2,




+ exp (i(n+ 1)')	
n+1
). So, when  ! 0, all
states jS; ';i, with h(n  1=2) < S < h(n+ 1=2), \collapse" to the state 	
n
.
From (5.9) and (5.18
0
) we see that when ! 0, the behavior of the states jS; ';i
is equivalent to the corresponding behavior of the wave functions of E-quantization
scheme given by (4.14
00
).
6 QuantumDistribution Functions and a Measure-
ment Procedure
In this section we consider the physical interpretation of wave functions 	
ph
(). For
simplicity we refer again to the equation (5.2) and assume that the functions f() and
g() are non-commuting observables (ff; gg 6= 0) on the two dimensional phase space




() dene the physical Hilbert
space as the subspace of L
2
(M). To emphasize dependence on the observables f , g





(f; g) the operators
^
f and g^ have the form (5.6), where the operator z^
+
acts on wave functions 	
ph
() as the multiplication by z

() = f() + ig(), and the





























can be interpreted as some \distribution function" on the phase
spaceM.










































are the corresponding Hamiltonian vector elds (see (1.1)).


























) = ff; gg+ (V
ff;gg
)
Using these relations, we can exclude the function () from (6.3), and obtain the













































where, the Poisson bracket ff; gg can be considered as the function of f and g.
Any solution of (6.4) () denes corresponding phase () up to the integration
constant (see (6.3)). This constant phase factor is unessential for physical states
(6.2), and respectively there is one to one correspondence between the \distribution




















































i is a coherent state related to the observables f and g (see (5.8), (5.12)).
If one introduces the covariant symbol P





























, and correspondence (6.6) describes well
known connection between operators and their covariant symbols (see [13]).
13






For any observable F () one can introduce the corresponding operator
^
F acting on
the physical Hilbert space H






























d() F ()() (6:9
0
)








generally is complicated and can
be done only as an expansion in powers of h. But, for F = f and F = g these mean





























































































































In general, a quantum system is not in a pure state and it is described by a
density matrix operator ^ [14] which is Hermitian and semi-positive (h j^j i  0, for
any state j i), and it has the unit trace. Respectively, any density matrix operator













i are the ortho-normal eigenvectors of ^, c
n
are the corresponding positive
(c
n






Similarly to (6.7) we can introduce the \distribution function" () connected with







Using the spectral expansion (6.15) we get that a \distribution function" of a mixed









() (0 < c
n
< 1) (6.17)
One can easily check that the relations (6.10), (6.11) and (6.14) are valid for the mixed
states as well.
From (6.16)-(6.17) we see that in general, a \distribution function" () is a
smooth, non-negative function on the phase space M, and it satises the standard
condition of classical distributions
Z
d() () = 1 (6.18)
Note, that for the pure states the class of functions () essentially depend on the
value of the parameter  and on the choice of observables f and g. Indeed, for pure
states this class is dened by solutions of equation (6.4), where this dependence is
apparent. Therefore, sometimes it is convenient to indicate this dependence explicitly:
()  (jf; g; ). In the limit  ! 0 \distribution functions" (jf; g; ) become
singular (see (6.4)), and if the corresponding operator
^
f has the discrete spectrum f
n
,
then in this limit functions (jf; g; ) should collapse to the points of this spectrum
f
n
(see the end of Sections 4 and 5 and the remark below).
Thus, for a given f(), g() and  we have \distribution functions" (jf; g; ) which
look like classical ones, and at the same time they describe all possible quantum states
uniquely. These functions form a convex set, and corresponding boundary points
satisfy equation (6.4). Such functions (jf; g; ) we call the quantum distribution
functions.
We can compare a function (jf; g; ) to a Wigner function 
w
(), which is the
Weil symbol of a density matrix operator [16]. For any Wigner function 
w
() we










Though this formula is valid for an arbitrary observable F (), nevertheless Wigner
functions can not be interpreted as a function of probability density.
14
In general,
it is even negative in some domain of a phase space. It should be noted also, that a




A quantum distribution function (jf; g; ) can be considered for almost arbitrary
f , g \coordinates". It is always positive, but the \classical" formula (6.19) (with
substitution 
w
by ) is valid only for the functions F = f and F = g.
For a physical interpretation of quantum distribution functions (jf; g; ) we con-
sider again Example 1 (see Section 3) withM = R
2
, f  q, g   p.
14
Due to uncertainty principle there is no such function on the phase space of a quantum system.
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are usual quantum mechanical quadratic uctuations of coor-
dinate and momentum. Since our quantum theory for any  > 0 is unitary equivalent








































where  (q) and
~
 (p) are wave functions of some pure state  in the coordinate and in
the momentum representations respectively. The function
~
 (p) is the Fourier trans-























































(p; q) has the form (see (3.12))


(p; q) = hp; q; j	
ph


























































In the limit ! 0 and !1 we get








Generalization to mixed states is straightforward.
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From denitions (6.21) and (6.25) we have the following correspondence between























The function j (q)j
2
is a probability density of coordinate distribution and, in
principle, it can be measured. The corresponding experiment we denote by E
q
. The-
oretically it is assumed that in the experiment E
q
the coordinate can be measured
with the absolute precision, and a quantum system can be prepared in a given state
as many times as it is necessary for a good approximation of the function j (q)j
2
. A
statistical distribution of the coordinate, obtained in such experiment, is the intrinsic
property of a quantum system in a given state: in general, in a pure state a denite
value has some other observable (for example energy), but not the coordinate.




we need the experiment
E
p
with a precise measurement of the momentum.
Thus, in the experiment E
q
we can measure the distribution j (q)j
2
and the cor-


























One possible method for a measurement of a coordinate and a momentum of a
quantum particle is a scattering of a light on this particle (see [14]). It is well known,
that in such experiment the precise measurement of the coordinate can be achieved
by photons with a very short wavelength  (high energy). On the contrary, for the
momentum measurement photons of low energy are needed. Theoretically, the exper-
iment E
q
is the measurements with photons of \zero wavelength":  ! 0, and the
experiment E
p





essentially dierent experiments. It should be noted, that in the experiment E
q
we
measure only the coordinate and we have no information about the momentum of
a particle. Respectively, we have not any momentum distribution function for this
experiment. Similarly, for the absolute precise measurements of the momentum, a
particle can be in any point of the conguration space with equal to each other prob-
abilities, and since the space is innite, the coordinate distribution function vanishes.
But real experiments, of course, are with photons of nite and non-zero wavelength
. Experiment with some xed wavelength  we denote by E

. In this experiment
there is the error 
q
in measuring of the coordinate and this error is proportional to





Here  is a dimensionalless parameter of order 1 (  1).













where  is the parameter similar to  (  1).





































Thus, in the experiment E

we have two kind of uctuations: the rst one ((q^); (p^))




)) is related to
the measurement procedure. As it is well known, the uctuations (q^) and (p^) sat-
isfy Heisenberg uncertainty principle (6.22). Assuming that for the ideal experiment
 =  = 1=
p







































are calculated by the mean
values of the function 

(p; q) (see (6.20)). Taking into account (6.32)-(6.35) one can
suppose that these uctuations respectively are the total quadratic uctuations of the
coordinate and the momentum measured in the experiment E

. As it was mentioned,
in this experiment we have some unavoidable non-zero measurement error both for










It is worth noting that in the experiments E

one can carry out the separate measure-
ment of coordinate and momentum as well as do it simultaneously. Then, the function


(q) (see (6.27) and (6.29
0
)) can be interpreted, as a distribution of the coordinate
33
obtained in the experiment E

. Similarly, the function ~

(p) corresponds to the mo-
mentum measurements in E

. In the limit  ! 0 ( ! 0 ) we get the experiment
E
q
with the coordinate distribution 
0
(q) = j (q)j
2
only, and in the opposite limit
!1 (the experiment E
p













is the distribution obtained in the experiment E

with simultaneous mea-
surements of the coordinate and the momentum.
This idea can be easily generalized assuming that the quantum distribution func-
tion (jf; g : ) is the distribution on the phase space obtained in some ideal exper-
iment with simultaneous measuring of f and g observables. In such experiment we




connected with the measurement procedure
with micro-objects. For corresponding uctuations there is the additional uncertainty
principle (see (6.33)), and the parameter  species the experiment by xing the ratio





If the function ()  (jf; g; ) is really measurable, then in the limit ! 0 this
function () should describe the experimental distribution of the exact measurement
of the observable f . It is obvious that for the observable f with discrete spectrum
corresponding function () should be localized in the points of this spectrum. Thus,
by asymptotics of quantum distribution functions one can obtain the spectrum of the
physical observables (see (4.14
00
)).
We see that quantum distribution functions can play some fundamental role for
the interpretation of quantum theory. It is natural to try to formulate quantum
mechanics in terms of these distribution functions, especially as, they describe all
possible states of a quantum system uniquely. But for this it is worthwhile to have an
independent (without referring to the Hilbert space) description of the set of functions
()  (jf; g; ). Corresponding functions are positive, satisfying (6.18), and at the
same time they essentially depend on the choice of observables f and g and of the
parameter . On the other hand, the set of physical states is a convex one, were the
boundary points are the pure states. So for the description of our set we need to specify
the distribution functions of pure states, but the latter are given as the solutions of
(6.4). Thus, in this approach the important role plays the equation (6.4). Actually
it describes the set of all physical states and, respectively, it contains the information
about quantum uncertainties both the intrinsic and the experimental ones.
Note, that on the left hand side of the corresponding equation there is the Laplace
operator (see (6.4)-(6.5)) and we have some induced metric structure on the phase
spaceM. It is remarkable, that this metric structure is related to the experimental


































(p) are degenerated to zero functions.
34
Such kind of phase space \shadow" metric was introduced in [4c].
If the equation for the quantum distribution functions of pure states has really
the fundamental character, then one might expect that it can be derived from some
general principle. A suitable principle could be the minimization of certain functional,
and we arrive to the problem of construction of the corresponding functional. Since
the minimization should be achieved on pure states, it is natural to interpret such
functional as the entropy of a quantum system. Respectively, one candidate for such
functional is the standard quantum mechanical entropy S =  Tr(^ log ^) which can
be expressed as the functional of ().
It seems, that this and other above mentioned problems are interesting and need
further investigation.
Appendix A









operators (2.7). As it was mentioned, these operators are Hermitian on the Hilbert
space H  L
2











i = 0 (A:1)
has normalizable solutions for any  2 (0; ), where  is some positive number. The
solutions with xed  form some subspace H

of the Hilbert space H. We assume,








is some linear space,
and F
















In practical applications the linear space H
0
automatically arises from the form of
the general solution of (A.1); only it should be specied from the condition of square




 , where  2 H
0
. For example, in case
of eq. (3.3), the general solution (3.4)-(3.5) is described by the space of polynomials
P (), and it can be interpreted as H
0
. The representation (3.12) and (3.15) of the







the general solution (3.25)-(3.26), the space H
0
is a space of Fourier modes c
n








The space of linear functionals on the Hilbert space H is called the dual (to H)
space, and we denote it by H








 H  H

Suppose that the set of vectors F

 with any xed  2 H
0
, has the limit ( ! 0) in
the dual space H













Such linear functional  

usually is unbounded, and the limit in (A.3) means that for













(	) denotes the value of the functional  

on the corresponding vector 	 2 H.
















representation of the subspace H









. It is obvious
that existence of the limit in (A.3) essentially depends on the suitable choice of the
normalizable function a().
The action of some operator
^
O on the functional  

























 , with xed  , usually diverges when
! 0, but if we assume that
jjF

 jj ! 0 (A:5)













































	i = 0 (A:6)




 satises (A.1). Thus, (A.3)












Further, let us assume, that F








, as the linear space, will be isomorphic to H
0
, and, respectively, isomorphic to
each H

as well (see (A.2)).














































It is obvious that in case of unitarity of transformations (A.7) the scalar product
(A.8) is independent on the choice of the parameter , and the corresponding Hilbert
structure is a natural. But, in general, transformation (A.7) is not the unitary one, and
there is no some special Hilbert structure on H
0
. Respectively, we have the problem
17
As an unbounded functional  

is not dened for an arbitrary 	 2 H, but the domain of
denition of  

should be everywhere dense set in H.
36
for the scalar product on the space H
ph
, especially as, corresponding functionals are
unbounded and have the \innite norm" in the Hilbert space H.
Note, that for the general solutions (3.4)-(3.5) corresponding transformation (A.7)




























Now, we describe some procedure for the solution of scalar product problem in
that general case too.
In ordinary quantum mechanics a physical state is represented by a ray in a Hilbert
space, and all vectors on the same ray are physically indistinguishable. So, if we
suppose that the vector j 

i has some norm jj 












describes the same physical state. It is just the scalar product of such normalized
vectors that has the physical meaning. Up to the phase factor, this scalar product
describes the \angle" between the rays, and denes the probability amplitude.






















i respectively are the functionals j 
1
i and j 
2
i (see
(A.3)), and the latter are related to j 
1
ii and j 
2
ii by (A.9). When the limit (A.10)
exists, it should dene the scalar product of the normalized physical states. Then,
the scalar product for arbitrary vectors can be obtained uniquely up to a rescaling.
It is obvious, that in case of unitarity of transformations (A.7), the denitions of
scalar product (A.8) and (A.10) are equivalent.
Note, that the described scheme for the denition of scalar product of physical
states (2.8) can be generalized for other constrained systems as well.
Appendix B
Let us consider a symplectic manifoldM with global coordinates 
k
; (k = 1; :::; 2N)













simple example of suchM is R
2N
with canonical coordinates.
For the global coordinates 
k
we can introduce the corresponding constraint func-
tions 


































where f() is any observable on M, but in (B.2) it is considered as a function on
T

M with natural extension (see remarks after eq. (1.8)).










and choose the functions A
(1)
l













This means, that the right hand side of (B.4) should contain the constraints 
k
only


























, and (B.4)-(B.5) are equivalent to (2.2) and (2.5) with
constant symplectic matrix !
kl

































































































































(n ! 1), which commutes with all constraints 
k
(k = 1; :::; 2N), and on
the constraint surface (
k
= 0 (k = 1; :::; 2N)) it is equal to f().
38
A similar procedure can be accomplished on the quantum level as well, taking into
account operators ordering and self-adjoint conditions. But, when the symplectic ma-
trix !
kl
depends on coordinates 
k
, the described procedure fails for some observables
f(), even on the classical level. For the illustration let us consider a simple example
on a half plane with coordinates (p; q); p > 0, and the canonical 1-form  = pdq. If we


















































































and using commutation relations (B.8)-(B.9), we see, that it is impossible to cancel































with the vectors j	i of unit norm
h	j	i = 1 (C:2)
For the minimization of the functional U(	) one can use the variation principle,
considering the variation of j	i to be independent of h	j. Since we have the subsidiary


















































j	i = j	i (C:5)
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Thus, the solutions of (C.5), which satisfy conditions (C.4) can provide minimization
of the functional U(	). If there are solutions with dierent values of the parameters












































)j	i  0 (C:7)




































Thus, the minimal value of the functional U
1
(	) could be h
2










)j	i = 0 (C:9)
has normalizable solution j	i = j	

i, then, for this j	

i we have an equality in
(C.7) and (C.8). Respectively, this states j	

i, provide minimization of the functional
U
1
(	). But, as it was indicated in section 4, sometimes equation (C.9) has no normal-
izable solutions for any real . In that case, one can consider minimization problem
for the functional U
1
(	) by variation principle, as it was done above for the functional




















j	i = 0 (C:10)
where a; b; A are parameters, and the solution j	i should satisfy (C.4) and the addi-
tional condition h	j
^
Aj	i = A as well.
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